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After 27 years, Linhares steps down from XC
		

Team
won three State championships under him
Adam Cruz

Sports Editor
or more than a decade, St. Louis
U. High cross country has been a
dominant program across the state.
The man behind that dominance, Jim
Linhares, retired from coaching the
team Monday at the end of his 27th
season with the program and 25th as
the head coach.
“In my 25 years as AD, one of the
prouder things I’ve witnessed is seeing
our cross country program turn from
Coach Jim Linhares with longtime assistant coach Tom Flanagan.
basically a running club for a dozen guys
into a nationally recognized powerhouse,” room at activity period, choking up at points
while addressing the team.
said Athletic Director Dick Wehner.
Linhares, who is in his first year as AsLinhares named assistant coach Joe
Porter the new head coach in front of his sistant Principal for Mission, stepped down
State-champion squad in the team meeting after his third cross country championship,
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Freshmen select STUCO
Matt Cooley
Reporter
he class of 2013 elected its Student
Council (STUCO) representatives last
week, electing Joe Merrill as president,
Andy Hitch as pastoral representative, and
Sam Bahlinger as social representative.
	Candidates for each position submitted
applications with short essays about their
motivations, qualifications, and goals. By the
application deadline of last Monday, STUCO
had not received any applications for the
pastoral representative position. A primary
election with seven candidates for president
and four candidates for social rep was held as
scheduled last Tuesday, where 150 freshmen
voted during their lunch period.
	Despite the initial lack of response
for the pastoral position, the five freshmen
STUCO recruited were all good candidates
and interested in the position, according to
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co-moderator Brock Kesterson.
	After another primary for the pastoral
position on Wednesday, the field was narrowed to three candidates for president and
two each for pastoral and social rep. The
remaining candidates presented speeches to
the entire freshman class at an activity period
assembly on Thursday. Voting followed at
lunch that day, and the winners were notified
after school.
Kesterson praised the final election’s
high turnout of 213 voters. “That’s great
participation by those guys,” he said.
	Merrill’s decision to run for class president follows those of his brothers Ben,’09,
and Paul, ’07. “I had it in mind for a long
time because my brothers were both class
presidents,” he said. Merrill played football
and reported for the Prep News this year,
and he stressed class participation as a major

see FROSH, 15

the team’s second in three years. Alongside
the three state titles in Linhares’s tenure are
22 conference championships, 14 sectional
titles, 16 district championships, and seven
top four trophy finishes at State.
	No one saw the powerhouse coming,
especially in the mid-’80s when the Linhares
era began.
Linhares came to SLUH during the 1983
season and became a volunteer assistant to
the head coach, Jesuit scholastic Jim Goeke.
Before coming to SLUH, Linhares ran for
and graduated from Prep North High School
under Hall of Fame coach Ron Jorgenson.
“Coach Jorgenson ran a very tough and
intense program. Prep North was a national
powerhouse under him,” said Linhares of
Jorgenson, who passed away in 2000. “He

see LINHARES, 11

Father-Son
Banquet
moves home

Matt Bettonville
Editor in Chief
he annual Father-Son Banquet showcased the capabilities of the student
Commons on Sunday. The Commons,
presently a gymnasium without athletic
equipment, is still in planning stages for
future development.
In previous years the banquet had been
held at off-campus venues such as the Millenium Hotel. However, because the recent
construction of the Danis Field House has
opened up the Commons for more nonathletic events, the Father’s Club hosted this
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Luke Chellis
Core Staff
“ t’s working,” said now-returned social
studies teacher Paul Michaelson. “I had
stage-three cancer, and it was in the lymph
nodes, and that’s usually fatal.”
	Michaelson has been grappling with his
cholangiocarcinoma, or cancer of the bile
duct, since last November.
	According to the website of the foundation for the treatment of the disease, cholangiocarcinoma.org, this form of cancer is
a rare disease, with only a little over 2,500
new cases diagnosed each year in the United
States. Statistically, only 30 percent survive
from cholangiocarcinoma, and all of those
cases were diagnosed in an early stage of its
development before it has spread.
	By the time Michaelson discovered his,
it had spread to his lymphatic system. He
said his doctors did not expect him to have

much of a chance at beating his cancer.
But after his first computerized axial
tomography (CAT) scan five weeks ago, the
doctors reported that Michaelson’s cancer
had shrunk by an astounding 72 percent.
“I attributed this to a lot of prayer,” said
Michaelson.
	Then, after overcoming an infection that
placed him in the hospital two weeks ago,
Michaelson had another CAT scan which
showed a marked shrinkage of the cancer in
his lymph nodes. Michaelson is scheduled
for his next scan in three weeks.
	During his absence, his AP American
Government and Politics class, a semesterlong course, was taught by history teachers
Anne Marie Lodholz and Tom Zinselmeyer,
and his economics classes were taught by
Peggy Pride, who came out of retirement
just for this purpose.

see MICH, 8

Three seniors push the
boundaries of Senior Project
Jack Witthaus and Jimmy Griffard
Reporters
hile most of their classmates completed Senior Project around and in
St. Louis, three seniors opted to do their
projects in the international community.
Seniors Ben Castro and Patrick Davis
worked in Honduras while senior Brenden
Graczak served in Burkina Faso.
	After accompanying his father, Mario
Castro, to Honduras during spring break last
year, Castro became aware of how much
help the poverty-ridden country needed.
During this visit, Castro thought a project in
Honduras would further his understanding
of the country, as well as help the Honduran
people.
	After getting his project idea approved,
Castro and senior Patrick Davis set out on
their three-week project on Jan. 4. Castro
said he wanted to prove to himself that he
had what it takes, and to receive a worldly
experience and to learn about different cultures.
	After arriving at Catacamas, they
were put to work at St. Hermano Pedro
de Betancurt, a local hospital, that Mario
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Castro helped establish. United States hospitals had donated extra equipment to the
newly-founded hospital, but due to lack of
employment, the supplies had been stored
away. According to Castro, their main task
was to sort all the equipment, ranging from
pens to x-rays, and distribute it throughout
the hospital.
	Aside from helping at the hospital, Castro and Davis also volunteered their time at
St. Gertrude, a home for the elderly and an
orphanage in Juticalpa, west of Catacamas.
According to Castro and Davis, the orphanage needed many improvements as diapers
lined the floor of the place and toilets went
without seats. Mopping proved to be one
of the hardest tasks, as the stick wrapped
with towels was an inefficient, yet the only
available, means of cleaning.
	Although Castro and Davis have vivid
memories of the hardships the children faced,
they also enjoyed working with the orphans
and playing soccer with them.
“I remember losing to them once. It was
a little embarrassing, but still a lot of fun,”
said Castro.

see SENIORS, 13

Nathan Rubbelke
Reporter
he sophomores gathered in the Commons during second period on Tuesday, Jan. 26 to listen to English teacher
Frank Kovarik’s “Jazz and Gender” presentation. The focal point of the presentation was to discuss how women have been
overlooked in the genre of Jazz.
“It’s a powerful and interesting topic at
a single-gender school where gender might
be overlooked,” said Kovarik.
In his presentation, Kovarik discussed
the International Sweethearts of Jazz, an
all-women’s jazz band who toured during
World War II, the common view that women
used sexuality to gain fame, and the story of
Billy Tipton, who changed gender to be able
to fulfill her dream of jazz stardom.
Kovarik said of his presentation, “I was
happy with it. The students were attentive
as they seemed to listen and understand. Dr.
Early in his presentation gave a nice way to
view jazz and music in humanities, and it was
my job to use jazz as a lens to view gender,
without talking directly on the issue.”
Sophomore students had mixed reactions on the diversity series and Kovarik’s
presentation. Sophomore Ben Luczak believed that the discussion was interesting,
but was a bit let down by the approach.
“I was hoping for him to talk on jazz—
the music—more, not so much about gender,”
said Luczak. Luczak, a moderate jazz fan, is
also critical of the Jazzuit series, citing the
lack of students who listen to jazz. “I feel
like it doesn’t apply to us,” he said.
“I think he was right about how women’s
sexuality is portrayed, but he didn’t really
look into it in terms of jazz,” said sophomore
Brad Moore.
	The juniors jazz presentation, “Jazz and
Civil Rights,” was given the following morning by history teacher Anne Marie Lodholz.
Her plan for the discussion was to show
how “music becomes a major identity of
cultural expression.” She talked about Billie
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Linhares’s Legacy: the Grad at Grad practiced
	This week, cross country coaching legend Jim Linhares announced his retirement as head cross country coach at St. Louis U.
High. Although Linhares leaves his position as State champion, his
achievements in developing the runners he coaches far outweigh
his success on the course.
Linhares embodied the image of a coach shaping his runners
after the Profile of the Graduate at Graduation. Current Director of
Campus Ministry Brian Gilmore, who ran for Linhares’s team as
a student at SLUH, testified, “I was a middle guy on the team, but
he gave me the same encouragement he gave our top runners. He
treats the first guy like the sixtieth guy.”
	The magis, a concept that asks an individual how he or she
can do more and continually improve, is a Jesuit exhortation rarely
discussed explicitly in SLUH’s classrooms. But any runner under
coach Linhares knows both the meaning and the practice of the
magis. Linhares kept his coaching in the context of pushing a runner
toward excellence and discipline. Whether for the head of the pack
or the straggler fighting to keep up, Linhares met with each runner
individually to offer advice and support, and he found a position
on the course and stayed there throughout the race until his final
runner passed.
Linhares’s runners have often said that running for him was
a spiritual experience. Despite this year’s varsity State championship and prosperous seasons at the freshman and JV levels of the
program, the personal development of each runner supercedes the
trophies. This development of the whole person is the Grad at Grad
in practice.
With this school year’s much more visible promotion of the
Grad at Grad, many students have mistakenly thought that the Grad

at Grad is a new entity at St. Louis U. High. However, the Grad at
Grad has been a foundation of Jesuit education for decades. Although
students generally were not memorizing its five points, the Grad at
Grad still laid the foundation for SLUH’s curriculum, its day-to-day
teacher-student interactions, and its extracurriculars. Linhares as a
coach represented an embodiment of the past implementation of the
Grad at Grad—as an implicit idealistic basis for a SLUH education
of the whole person.
Linhares is not the only SLUH teacher to push students toward
the Grad at Grad as an integrated piece of his work. Even before this
year’s Grad at Grad prominence, it was not hard to see the love that
theology teacher and head soccer coach Charlie Martel brought to
both his classroom and his halftime soccer huddle. Physics teacher
Paul Baudendistel is known for the days he takes out of class time
to discuss finding God in physics. This is a rare explicit emergence
of the same interweaving of Grad at Grad principles into the classroom present every time an English teacher points out a life lesson
in literature, a science teacher shows God’s role in studying the
natural world, or a history teacher shows how to address different
cultures. Openness to Growth is certainly at the heart of the lesson
that head baseball coach Steve Nicollerat brings to new and returning players with his annual and important speech about getting cut,
in which he describes firsthand that, “when one door closes, two
more can open.”
Linhares had a remarkable 25 years as head cross country
coach for SLUH. But his real mark on the school will be felt in
the environment he helped create and inspire in both his coaching
and his teaching, pushing students and student-athletes to seek the
magis, much more of a life lesson than any sporting achievement.

Urinetown continues new theater trend

Nick Williams and Drew Dziedzic
according to Schulte, it was a big hit.
	The show is not all fun though and comes
Reporter, Staff
“It won a few (Tonys) for a very with many challenges. Unlike other SLUH
rinetown, the spring musical to be good book. It had very good music,” said productions, Urinetown re-formats the asperformed in the Joseph Schulte The- Schulte.
pects of musical theater. The cast members
ater here at St. Louis U. High, is not ex- 	This contemporary musical is different of the play have to be quite versatile, being
actly what would be considered the norm from SLUH’s past shows like 42nd Street and able to sing, act, and dance.
for the theater department.
Guys & Dolls, which follow the traditional
“I think it’s a great opportunity for
	This modern musical centers on a town light-heartened musical romantic comedy everyone,” said senior Andrew Kresyman,
in the midst of a 20-year drought, where formula. Urinetown is a very sarcastic com- a leading cast member. “I think it’s a chaleveryone who urinates pays a fee. The play edy, poking fun at itself, big business, and lenge definitely, but I think we’re pulling it
features a man who attempts to help the town even the Broadway musical as a form. These off very well.”
while fattening his own wallet and finds that differences are a refreshing change for the 	The production was chosen as this year’s
he creates a revolt of the townspeople. How- theater department, and Schulte hopes to find spring musical because of the students acting
ever, the leader of the revolt finds himself other contemporary musicals to perform.
in it.
falling for the daughter of the businessman,
“The show makes me laugh,” said
“As I say, ‘If you don’t have the horses,
and, as theater teacher Joseph Schulte puts Schulte. “We’ve done some scenes where don’t run the race,’ and I felt like this year, we
it, “the plot thickens.”
even the cast begins laughing.”
had the horses for this show,” said Schulte.
Schulte found the play during his annual
“This entire show is funny,” said junior “We had some good character people. We
trip to New York City. His friend was starring Nick Frank. “Not only does it have a funny had some very good singers. There is some
in a new musical opening on Broadway and line or two, it’s all funny. We really break very hard singing. And I knew we had a few
encouraged him to see it. While the actress down the barrier (between the audience and singers that could dance. ”
see URINETOWN, 14
had initial reservations about the musical, cast).”
Editors: Matt Bettonville, Ben Kim, Nick Fandos, Rob Bertucci, Adam Cruz
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John Webb
Reporter
he Chessbills won their last two
matches of the season to enter the
playoffs with a 6-0 record. The team came
away with 30-0 sweeps in their last two
matches, winning on Jan. 27 against Belleville East and Wednesday against Alton.
	Against Alton, senior Joe Ebel and
sophomore Kyle Padberg finished their
matches pretty quickly, each taking about 15
minutes. Padberg claimed his victory after
only eight moves.
Junior Kevin Buettner had a more difficult time defeating his opponent. In the
first half the match was close. He made a
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few simple mistakes that led to losing his
queen, the most valuable piece on the board.
But he eventually obtained another queen
by advancing a pawn, the least mobile piece,
to his opponent’s side of the board.
“I regained control of the game, systematically eliminating his pieces until I could
checkmate him,” said Beuttner.
Junior Ralph Scozzafava dominated his
match from the start. He maintained control
of the game, ending up trading queens to gain
a material and positional advantage. “It was
an easy win,” said Scozzafava.
Senior Peter Harris’s match lasted the
longest. He was in control the whole time and
sacrificed a piece to secure the checkmate.

	The last time the Playoff!bills were in
the playoffs was four years ago, according
to Harris. None of the current team members
has any playoff experience.
	The Gateway Chess League has two
conferences, the East, to which St. Louis U.
High belongs, and the West. The first round
of the playoffs begin on Wednesday Feb. 10
and will include the top two teams from each
conference. The Jr. Bills secured their spot
with the win on Wednesday. Also advancing
from the East is Metro, but final scores from
the West have yet to be posted.
“Overall, we had a terrific season,”  said
Harris. “I wanted to make it a good, strong
year, and we certainly did.”

SLUH students march for life in D.C.
Kevin Kimes
Reporter
group of St. Louis U. High students
led by English teacher David Callon
went on the Pro-Life Trip to Washington,
D.C., for the annual protest against abortion two weeks ago. The march is held
every year on the anniversary of the 1973
Roe v. Wade decision, which stated that
abortion was legal because a fetal child
was neither a person nor protected by the
Constitution.
	The group left for D.C. after Mass with
Archbishop Robert Carlson at St. Margaret
Mary Alacoque in south St. Louis.
“The Mass was very beautiful,” said
senior John Schneier. “Carlson’s homily
emphasized that while we might get some
time away from school, the march is first
and foremost a pilgrimage, and our mission
is to march and to pray.”
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	After a 14-hour bus ride, the group arrived in the capital and joined nearly 300,000
Americans in the march, which was held
on the National Mall in front of the Capitol
building. Before the mile-long march began,
a rally was held on the Mall, with speakers of
many different faiths as well as lawmakers
giving speeches about their hopes for an end
to legalized abortion.
“I’m glad that I went on the march, but
I felt a little divided about going. I mean,
of course I want to save little babies from
being murdered and stop abortion, but I’m
unsure about the effectiveness of the march,”
said sophomore Nathan Fox. “I just wonder
if it actually helps anybody and influences
politicians or just gives people a chance to
vent their beliefs on the matter. All we can do
though is just keep going and fight for those
unborn kids, regardless of the outcome.”
In addition to protesting, the group

Corrections and Amplifications

- In last week’s basketball article, the Prep News incorrectly reported that senior Tim Cooney
was ninth on the all-time SLUH scoring list, and that no current varsity player had beaten
CBC. In fact, Cooney is sixth, and senior Jake Fechter played against CBC his freshman
year in a victory at home.
- In last week’s article on baseball coach Steve Nicollerat’s Hall of Fame induction, the Prep
News left out the end of the article’s last quote. The end of the article schould have read:
“I am very fortunate that in all my years here at SLUH that I have never felt the pressure
to win has overshadowed my role in helping the kids.”

also toured the capital, visiting places such
as the Lincoln Memorial and the Holocaust
Museum. During the tour, the group split
into two so people could choose to go to
either the Natural History Museum or the
American History Museum.
“My favorite place we visited was the
Holocaust Museum,” said Schneier. “The
eradication in the Holocaust is very much
like the extermination we’re seeing now
with abortion. On the wall there was a list of
people who helped the Jews hide and escape
from the Nazis with a quote reading: ‘We
were taught to respect every human life.’
That was the most moving part of the trip
for me, to see how connected it all is to our
own mission.”
	Callon said of the trip, “While nothing
may happen on a national scale, this fight
is a battle that needs to be won on both an
individual and local scale.”

Sisyphus Correction

The charcoal artwork of the circular sea shell
on page 40 of the 2010 Winter edition of Sisyphus was in fact drawn by Perry May, not
Mike McLaughlin. The editors of Sisyphus
apologize for the error.
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Rob Bertucci
Sports Editor
aculty, students, and family gathered
on Wednesday, the first day for fall
athletes to officially accept college offers,
to watch the pens of four of St. Louis U.
High’s top fall athletes touch paper. The
signing day ceremony, which was organized by Athletic Director Dick Wehner,
was held on the third floor of the Danis
Field House.
While head football coach Gary Kornfeld set the precedent for the ceremony, each
coach handled signing day in his own way
in the past. Kornfeld always organized the
event for football players, but some coaches
preferred their athletes to sign at home in a
more private, family-oriented setting. This
year, however, Wehner standardized the signing day policy throughout the entire athletic
department and organized a ceremony for all
fall athletes who wished to sign publicly.
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“This is the first time that the athletic
department had taken over the concept of
a signing day,” said Wehner. “I think there
were some athletes who were kind of hurt
that some of the head coaches decided not to
have a ceremony … I think it is something
that the athletic department should provide.
I thought it was really important for the
kids.”
	Of the four signees this year, three were
soccer players. Seniors Matt Odem, Joe
Bettger, and Pat Macauley all signed with
Bellarmine University in Louisville following their State runner-up season.
	Bettger heard offers from several other
schools including Regis, Butler, and Drury,
but made a verbal commitment with Bellarmine a week before signing.
	Macauley and Odem both committed
verbally shortly after the SLUH season.
Odem had been speaking with the coaches
from New York University and Cornell Uni-

versity before finally landing on Bellarmine.
Macauley had been speaking with the coach
from Bellarmine for more than a year before
signing, but was also considering an offer
from Valparaiso University.
	The three soccer players will be joining
two former Jr. Bills, Zane Reifsteck (’08) and
Erik Carretero (’08) to bolster an improving
Bellarmine team.
“I had begun looking at Bellarmine before Pat made his verbal agreement, so that
was a surprise for me,” said Bettger about
making the transition with his teammates. “I
was leaning toward Bellarmine already, and
after I knew they were both going, it was a
bit of a bonus.”
	The sole football player to sign on
Wednesday was senior running back Griffin Lowry. The decision for Lowry came
down to three schools: Davidson College,
University of Pennsylvania, and Columbia

see SIGNING, 12

Puckbills demote Cadets, head to playoffs
Sam Bufe
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High hockey team won
the last game of the regular season
over reigning Challenge Cup champion
Christian Brothers College last Friday by
the score of 3-2 in front of a huge crowd.
The Cadets came into the first period
buzzing. After SLUH goalie junior Justin
Ragland stopped five early shots from CBC,
senior forward Greg Place buried a pass from
senior Brandon Eversgerd with 8:49 left in
the first period. The goal triggered an eruption from the SLUH fans.
However, the Jr. Bills struggled to ride
the momentum from the goal, as Place’s
goal proved to be SLUH’s last shot of the
period. Following this goal, Ragland stopped
12 shots before SLUH would put another on

PHOTO BY MR. MATT SCIUTO
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Junior goaltender Justin Ragland stonewalls a furious
CBC attack in Friday’s game.

goal.
CBC out-shot SLUH 13-3 in the first
period, but the U. High escaped with a 1-0
lead.
	Although SLUH came into the second
period with the lead, CBC had the momentum. The Cadets opened the period with three
more shots before freshman phenom Chase

Berger lit the lamp to give his team a 2-0 lead
five minutes into the second period, shocking the Cadets. Before the Cadets could get
back on their feet, sophomore Trent Lulow
scored a goal on a pass from sophomore Dan
Warnecke just two minutes later.
	But the game was far from over. After
the Lulow goal, preserving the lead became
top priority. As a result, SLUH notched only
three more shots in the second. CBC, on the
other hand, brought an enormous amount of
pressure. Although the Cadets out-shot the Jr.
Bills 14-7 in the second period, they failed to
score, and the U. High entered the third and
final period with a commanding 3-0 lead.
Unfortunately for the Jr. Bills, the referee
caged Warnecke for high sticking early in
the third. On CBC’s 33rd shot of the game,

see LAST GAME, 10

JV Sports Updates

JV Wrestling
Last meet: 1st place MCC Championship
Key wrestler: Sophomore Matt Hruz
JV Hockey
Record: 11-3-1
Last game: 2-2 tie vs. Vianney

Key player: Sophomore goalie Nick Breunig
Next game: 1st round of playoffs, TBD
B Basketball
Record: 16-2

Last game: Win vs. Kirkwood
Key player: Sophomore Andrew Pitts
Next game: vs. DeSmet 2/5
-Compiled by Mike Lumetta, Zack Everson,
Nate Heagney
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Basketbills rebound with Kirkwood win
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Nate Heagney
Staff
he St. Louis U. High basketball team
(14-8, 0-5) could not quite rally for
a win at Jefferson City last Friday but
rebounded with a win at home over the
Kirkwood Pioneers on Tuesday.
	The Jr. Bills traveled to Jefferson City
Friday, where they met a hostile crowd and a
physical opponent. But the RossBills didn’t
back down early, and both teams struggled
to score in the opening minutes. The tally
was only 6-4 in favor of the Jays with three
minutes remaining in the first quarter before
Jefferson City broke off on a 6-2 run to close
the first quarter with a 12-6 lead.
The Jr. Bills quickly closed the gap by
forcing turnovers and running out for fast
break points, a constant theme for the Jr. Bills
this year. SLUH couldn’t quite pull away
from Jefferson City, though, in large part
because of their unusually poor three-point
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shooting (22.6
percent on the
night).
Despite
trailing 21-20
going into
halftime, the
Jr. Bills had
the momentum
and were down
only one.
In the first
half, the referJake Fechter circles around a
ees appeared
Pioneer defender.
to swallow their
whistles, as they let numerous muggings go
on underneath the basket, while also calling
several ticky-tack fouls on the Jr. Bills. That
unfortunate trend continued into the second
half, and SLUH senior guards Tim Cooney
and Mike Mayberger both picked up quick
fouls. Four SLUH players would eventually

foul out, including the two captains.
With the Jr. Bills in foul trouble, the
Jays were able to run their lead to double
digits two minutes into the fourth quarter.
But the Jr. Billikens fought back, cutting the
deficit to five with two minutes remaining.
However, the Jays made their free throws
down the stretch and came away with a 65-54
victory.
Cooney paced the Jr. Bills with 19 points,
while sophomore Matt Clark chipped in
11.
On Tuesday, the Jr. Bills returned home
to face their district rival, the Kirkwood
Pioneers. SLUH was eager for revenge after
Kirkwood knocked the Jr. Bills out of last
year’s district playoffs.
The Pioneers came out hot and took a
quick 7-5 lead with five remaining in the first
quarter. But neither team could take control of
the game. The Jr. Bills held a slim 15-14

see BASKET, 16

Wrestling wins finale at Danis Field House
Mike Lumetta
Core Staff
he St. Louis U. High wrestling team
ended its home schedule in the Danis
Field House with a 49-24 win over Webster Groves. Besides their three open
weight classes, the Jr. Bills surrendered
only two matches in the dual.
	Because of SLUH’s lineup holes in the
lower weights, the Statesmen jumped out to
an early lead Wednesday. They received byes
at 103 and 112 before junior David Dang took
a SLUH bye at 119. In the 125-pound bout,
sophomore Nick Danter fell behind in the
second period when his opponent worked a
tilt to go up 5-1 and rode him out. Looking
for a turn in the third, Danter got too high
and gave up a reverse. The loss and another
Webster bye at 130 put Webster up 21-6.
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	After a SLUH bye at 135, the Jr. Bills’
powerhouse middle weights tallied three
straight wins. Sophomore Will Whitney (140)
started the run with a pin. In a scramble,
Whitney caught his opponent in a brilliantly
executed head-and-arm for the pin.
Senior captain Andrew Danter (145)
rode his opponent out for most of the second
period and all of the third. Working legs in
the third, he turned the Webster wrestler twice
on a power half to go up 7-0, and an illegal
headlock with 10 seconds left gave Danter
an 8-0 major decision.
	At 152, junior Espen Conley hit a variety of takedowns and won easily. He scored
three in the last minute to pull off the 20-5
technical fall, which gave SLUH a 27-21
lead.
Sophomore Gerard Gayou (160) per-

formed well in his second varsity match
until its final minute. He double-legged his
opponent in the first period, and the match
was tied 3-3 at the start of the third. However,
Gayou gave up an escape, a takedown on a
high-crotch, and nearfall points on a barbed
wire to fall 9-3.
	The Jr. Bills would not lose in any of
the final four weight classes. Senior captain
Peter Everson faced Joe Kelley in a wild,
back-and-forth match. Everson scored first
on a double, but Kelley rolled him onto his
back. The wrestlers traded reversals in the
first period, each missing back points several times. In the second, with Everson up
6-4, Kelley threw him to his back again for
two nearfall points and the lead. However,
Everson hit a Peterson roll and locked up a
reverse half for the pin and a 37-24 SLUH

C Sports Updates

C Wrestling
Last meet: 1st place MCC Championship
Key wrestler: Dennis Arroyo
C Hockey
Record: 4-3-6
Next game: vs. Ladue 2/13

C (Blue) Basketball
Record: 13-4
Last game: 49-48 win vs. Gibault JV
Key player: Guard Anthony Heumann
Next game: vs. DeSmet 2/5

see GRAPPLE, 12

C (White) Basketball
Record: 13-0
Next game: at DeSmet 2/5
-Compiled by Adam Cruz, Eric Mueth, Jack
Walsh, Brendan Bement
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Lewis reflects on time at Marian Middle School
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Eric Lewis
School Musical, Justin Bieber, and on one particular Thursday, a
Core Staff
fake Maxi pad in a locker.
arian Middle School is a school for economically disad- 	The moment that made me most aware of the differences bevantaged girls in grades fifth through eighth, or as I af- tween the girls and me due to sex did not even involve the girls. On
fectionately call it, the girls’ Loyola Academy. I chose it because our last day, Ms. Herman, the school’s president, wanted my fellow
I could think of no better way to find an experience unlike any- volunteers and me to bring our parents along so she could give them
thing I’ve known before than to drive from my West St. Louis a tour and a presentation to give them an idea of what we had been
County neighborhood to, instead of the usual testosterone-laden doing for the past three weeks.
	The beginning of her presentation was fairly standard, the usual
hallways of SLUH, Marian at 1430 Wyoming Street.
The first girl I met was an eighth grader named Regina, who discussion of a school’s mission statement, but then Ms. Herman
came up to me with two of her friends in tow as I hid in a corner. mentioned Marian’s alumnae support system, a phrase I had heard
She introduced herself first, and then gestured to the other two girls frequently at Marian without ever giving it much thought. It turned
and said, “These are my friends
out that the program was an arrangeGhana and Ria.” I chuckled
ment that Marian had made with several
faintly, unsure of how to react
local girls’ Catholic high schools that
or whether or not those were
allowed Marian to pay the girls’ tuition
their real names, and they had
for them, given the girls remained
simply become friends and an
above the minimum 2.5 grade point
easy punch line for their classaverage.
mates.
“The girls’ high schools simply
Luckily, soon after that
don’t have the same endowments as a
awkward moment, the first of
SLUH or a DeSmet,” Ms. Herman told
many to come, Ms. Frasier,
us.
the harried head of volunteers
Through my own naiveté, or perhaps
who was a volunteer herself,
apathy, I had never considered what
came downstairs and asked
sort of endowment girls’ high schools
us to head up to the library to
had. To be honest, I had never thought
reshelve books for the next two
of SLUH’s endowment very much. It
class periods. I spent a lot of
had been interesting at times to think
Senior Eric Lewis poses for a picture with several students from
time reshelving books during
of how it was invested, and I did feel a
his project site, Marian Middle School.
that first week, and especially during that Monday morning, I only certain sense of school pride whenever I heard of generous donations
caught brief glimpses of the girls.
some random alumnus had made, but I never really cared. Both of
I imagine it is the same sort of experience a girl has visiting my parents attended college, work full-time at relatively well-paying
SLUH. There were only four males in the entire school: the three jobs, and live comfortably with me in our upper middle-class twoSLUH volunteers and one of the teachers. The 75 students and the story home. What difference did the endowment make to me?
rest of the staff were all female. It did not affect me much but there 	Many of these girls live in single parent homes and under
were times it made me conscious of my sex in new ways. There was economic circumstances I cannot even begin to comprehend. They
one particular moment when Mrs. Hearn, the school’s social worker, are placed at an even greater disadvantage simply because of their
asked me to watch her class for a few minutes and help them with sex. I had not chosen Marian because I thought girls needed any
a worksheet while she went to get something from her office.
more help than their male counterparts, but simply to step into new
“So what class is this anyway?” I asked as I stepped into the surroundings. I’ve long been familiar with the phrase “the glass ceilroom.
ing,” but I had never imagined that it existed in schools. Many of
“Chastity,” the class giggled as one in response. I must have my friends are girls, but I had not before working at Marian thought
blushed or made a face of some kind because the class laughed of them as students and wondered how their facilities compared to
uproariously for a while, but once I discovered that Marian used ours or how much scholarship money was available to them. Am I
the same Chastity textbook as we did sophomore year, the girls and better off than them just because I’m at a boys’ high school?
I also found myself wondering how I’d be remembered upon
I were soon laughing together about the list of alternative ways to
leaving project. An episode with a sixth grader named Sonia first
show affection in the back of the book.
I spent the majority of my time in Ms. Kozlowski’s language prompted the question in my mind.
Sonia was learning English as a second language, and I would
arts class, and got along best with the eighth grade. During class, I
would often work with small groups in the hallway, and I also ate often work one-on-one with her in the hallway during spelling class
lunch and went to recess with them. It was an alien world of High
see LEWIS, 8
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to help her keep pace with the rest of her class. She came up to me
before school during my second week and told me that she hated
seeing me because it meant she was in a class that she did not like.
I laughed when she told me and replied by suggesting she work
harder on her spelling until she was good enough to not have to
work with me in the hallway anymore. We got along well enough
during our sessions, but I often felt as though Sonia was just using
me, being friendly to avoid more spelling practice. One time, while
I was helping her with an adverbs worksheet, she asked me for an
answer.
“I think you can figure this one out on your own,” I told her.
“Fine,” she said, sticking out her tongue. “I’ll go ask a real
teacher.”
Initially, I felt indignant. I am a senior in high school after all
and could easily have answered the question for her—the adverb
“lazily” modified the verb “float”—but I also thought that by that
point, my last week at Marian, we had formed some sort of friendship. I had made jokes and played spelling games with her and
talked to her if we finished our work early instead of sending her
into class as I was told. After my first few days of reading aloud
with her through D.E.A.R. time and watching her daily ritual of
begging her classmates to take her place, I let her read alone and
only asked questions every few pages to test her comprehension.
I was Mr. Eric then, but once I refused to feed her answers, I was
just a dumb volunteer.
Soon after though, I realized that Sonia was right. I was at Marian for only three and a half weeks. During that time, I read To Kill
a Mockingbird aloud in a small group, helped a sixth grader write
less than a full sheet of loose leaf about her proudest moment over
a week, and taught an eighth grader the difference between first and
third person.
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I had come to Marian expecting to be a hero, teaching the girls
things they could not have known if not for me, but I soon realized
that they already knew much of what I had to offer. Marian was a
wonderful worksite, but I saw that my presence would not change
these girls’ lives. They, however, revealed to me a perspective that I
had not found in 17 years in only 15 school days. I know that I will
remember them, but will they remember me? Or better yet, how?
Will I be a hero, their friend? Or the pompous teenager that made
them do spelling? Maybe the gangly nerd that flinched whenever
they faked a pass in his direction during basketball practice? Did I
matter?
I visited Marian on Tuesday night to find out. I left school around
5:00 and was soon walking across Marian’s parking lot carrying
two boxes full of paper with print on only one side from my mom’s
office that the school reused to cut down costs. I had wanted to do
something practical with my visit. The girls were leaving the school
building as I approached, and I was soon caught in a mass of arms
awkwardly reaching over and around the paper box. I tried to say
hi to each of them, but many would linger by me shortly, perhaps
for a quick hug before running off to their rides, probably eager to
get home after one of Marian’s ten-hour days. I noticed that Sonia
averted her eyes and escaped briskly through the gap in the chain
link fence, so maybe I’ve answered my question for one girl.
	The others seemed genuinly excited to see me. A few, like
Stephanie, one of three eighth graders claiming to have been my best
friend, did not surprise me, but one girl, Daisha, whose favorite class
pasttime was to either glare at me or mimic my every move, was one
of the longest to stay. I still don’t know how much I accomplished
at Marian, but I do know that I enjoyed my time there. So much so
that I plan to attend the eighth grade graduation to which Stephanie
and my other friends invited me.

Mich

(from 2)
“Mrs. Pride didn’t come into this year
planning on teaching. She’d been retired for
a year and a half,” said principal John Moran.
Pride is not able to teach on Wednesdays
because of a prior family commitment.
	Because of his improvement, Michaelson’s doctors cleared him for teaching, at
least part-time, and he asked Moran if he
could come back. Instead of his previous
four class schedule, he now teaches only his
AP Comparative Government during periods
two and six. Pride is continuing to teach his
economics classes.
	Michaelson has now settled into a regular
pattern of rehabilitation.
“The treatment is two different types of
chemotherapy, two weeks out of every three,”
said Michaelson. He attends the therapy on

Thursday of those weeks. “I come home at
5:00 (on those Thursdays), so I’m there all
day with the tubes in me,” he said.
“I’m feeling pretty good, pretty well,”
said Michaelson. “I’m tired (and) Fridays
are the worst in fatigue and tiredness.” Michaelson’s two-class schedule allows him to
go home in the middle of the day to take a
nap.
“We’re waiting now to see what the
plan is,” said Michaelson. “I don’t think the
doctor even knows what the plan is, to be
totally honest. I just think he’s surprised at
how well I’m doing.”
“My gut is this will carry us through the
end of the year. We set it up to do that, but
we’ll wait and see,” said Moran. “It depends
on what the doctors tell Dr. Michaelson.
We’re going to follow their lead. We want

to make sure; his health is a priority.”
	Michaelson expects that he would have
to be completely finished with chemotherapy
to be able to handle teaching four classes
again.
“None of this is ideal, but under the
circumstance, that’s better than we could
ever imagine,” said Moran.

Quote of the week
“T.S. Eliot!”
-ex-P.F.C Wintergreen
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The effects of the seven period schedule

Eric Lewis
year: the block and flex schedules. The first began as a quarterly
Core Staff
experiment and has remained as such to offer students a brief taste
This feature is the first of a series of articles looking back at SLUH of a slower pace and allow science classes to perform labs and others
during the past decade. Eric took Volumes 64 through 73 of the to watch movies. Teachers and students at the time, with the notable
Prep News home and has pored over their pages for the past few exception of the foreign language department, largely approved.
Bemusing students and teachers alike, the flex schedule was
weeks, researching this article.
discontinued
after that school year. Like the block schedule, the
rom my own personal experience, I find it hard to believe
flex
schedule
only affected two days of the week. On the first day,
that any current St. Louis U. High student, while shuffling
periods
1,
3,
5,
and 7 are 55 minutes long, and periods 2, 4, and 6
between classes during four minute passing periods (and that
are
43
minutes
long.
An eleven minute break replaces activity pethree minute oddity after activity period, which happens to be a
riod.
On
the
second
day,
periods 2, 4, and 6 each gain 10 minutes,
direct result of the introduction of the Examen in 2005) or sitting
while
periods
1,
3,
5,
and
7 are shortened to 43, leaving time for a
through one of seven 45-minute class periods, can comprehend
15
minute
break.
The
reaction
among a majority of both students
a time before such a schedule. That time was not so long ago,
and
faculty
was
understandably
negative.
however, and was a contentious matter of debate at the beginning
The
new
seven
period
schedule,
unlike the flex schedule, manof the last decade.
aged
to
withstand
the
ravages
of
time
and moody administrators to
	Rumors started circulating through the halls of SLUH that
become
the schedule all of us in
a new schedule was in order
the
SLUH
community know so
Students in Fine Arts Courses (by subject)
for the 2000-’01 school year
well
today.
But has it deserved
immediately after Jan. 1, 2000
to
survive
as
long as it has?
passed, and Y2K soothsayers
At
the
time,
the
administration
lost all sense of credibility. The
claimed
that
the
schedule was
tension surfaced later in the
created
primarily
to make fine
month when a commentary in
arts
classes
more
accessible to
the opinion section of the Prep
the
average
student,
who often
News written by Tim Elfrink, ’01,
had
difficulty
scheduling
them
encouraged student involvement
previously.
in the scheduling decision and
	The change was successful in
argued that the administration’s
that respect, as general enrollcurrent proposition—“a seven
ment in fine arts classes increased
period day that also includes a
by just short of 11 percent. The
full activity period”—was a poor
statistics that are available only
choice. Wrote Elfrink, “I certainly
offer
the
number
of
students
in
each
class, so there is a slight margin
do not believe that the remedy is to cram even more periods into an
of
error
for
students
who
might
have
been enrolled in more than
already ulcer-inducing school day” (see Vol. 64, Issue 18).
one
fine
arts
course.
	Despite such strong words, a seven period schedule was initi“I think (the schedule change) allowed students that were more
ated in the last week of August in 2000. The administration also at
into
art to take more art classes,” said art teacher Joan Bugnitz.
that time introduced mandatory freshman health and biology, made
“Personally,
I think the free period has been more popular than the
freshman global history a year-long, three-days-a-week course
seventh
period
art class.”
alternating with a two-day computer course, and changed theology
The
most
significant
change was in which fine arts courses
to a class that met five days a week at all grade levels. The extra
students
took.
The
number
of students in band classes decreased by
period also offered students a window to sign up for such brand41.8
percent
in
the
2001
school
year and fell even further in 2002,
new electives as fine arts survey, AP Chemistry, AP Environmental
while
art,
theater,
and
dance
classes
swelled dramatically.
Science, Human Genetics, Advanced Ceramics, Printmaking, 3D
“Before
that,
a
lot
of
students
opted
to take (band) during the
Design, and AP Psychology.
morning,
zero
hour,”
said
band
teacher
Bryan Mueller. “So one
Previously, the day had been six periods long. Classes were
reason
for
the
decrease
…
might
have
been
students not wanting
shortened, and the day lengthened to make room for the extra period.
to
take
(band)
during
the
day.”
Health replaced the option of a human biology course, and freshman
biology had not always been required. Theology had met three days 	Mueller, who took the post of band teacher and director in 1999,
said, “One change might have been the new band director, too.”
a week.
	The administration confounded students further by experiment- 	Band class numbers have since recovered to their previous
ing with two other schedule variations during the 2000-’01 school levels, and Mueller is grateful for the seventh period.
“Any person that wants to take band has to take summer

F
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and pay for it,” said Mueller. “Then, to
help fit it into the schedule, we let all of the
sophomores take band three days a week and
get their gym in … so that you have room
junior and senior year to take band.”
With concert band during the day, room
was made during the zero hour period before
school for jazz, lab, and combo bands.
“I don’t know how students could fit
(band) into their schedules without that
seventh period,” Mueller concluded.
The fine arts department was not the
only one affected by the change. Theology
was made a full five-days-a-week course for
all grade levels.
“We felt that something as important
as teaching our religion should be done five
days a week to put it on par with the other

Sports
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primary subjects that are taught here, and
we hoped that it would give us more opportunity to do reflection also, as opposed
to just teaching the tenets of the faith,” said
theology teacher and then Theology Department Chair Allen Boedeker. “Having only
three days a week really limited our ability
to do any of that.”
	Theology teachers have used the extra
class periods to increase their material, visit
the chapel for reflection and prayer, and offer
the students the Sacrament of Reconciliation
during class.
“It caused quite a bit of upheaval because it affected everyone’s schedule,” said
Boedeker. “But social studies decided to take
on the three day a week schedule (for freshmen) in our place, alternating with P.E.”
AP students profited especially from
the schedule change. The newly introduced

Psychology course soon became the most
popular AP course and still is. Last year, 103
students took the AP Psychology exam. Also,
the extra period freed space to add additional
classes. Economics classes experienced an
initial surge, and the number of students
doubled by the time the schedule changes
were finalized for the 2002 school year.
During this time, 2000-’02, the number of
AP exams taken increased from 377 to 413,
and the number of students taking those
exams rose 19.9 percent to 235. Last year,
348 students took 714 exams across many
subjects.
So, the rather mundane matter of a
scheduling change made before most current
students even considered a high school has
managed to change their and the school’s
academic lives, both significantly and imperceptibly.

21 seconds into the power play, Ragland let
one by, bringing CBC within two goals of
tying the game.
But CBC’s attack had not finished. After
about five more minutes of pure Cadet offense, Ragland let another by to make the
score 3-2 with 6:08 left in the game.
SLUH’s players knew all too well that
6:08 was more than enough time for the
high-powered Cadet offense to score. But

Ragland finished the game with some sort
of superhuman mentality to preserve the
victory.
	After the game, Lulow, who scored the
game-winning goal, said, “We won the game
because Ragland played the best game of his
life.”
Senior Jim Butler, who has been on the
varsity hockey team for the past three years,
said, “This year’s team is a lot younger. We
have a lot of solid guys who most people

don’t know about.”
“Last year’s team had more skill, but
this year we have just as good chemistry,”
said Place. “We have what it takes, but we
lack some of the pre-game focus that we
need sometimes.”
	This Friday, SLUH begins its quest for
a return to the challenge cup against Francis
Howell North as a No. 3 seed. The two teams
have no prior meetings this season. The game
is at 7:45 tonight at St. Peter’s Rec Plex.

Brendan Giljum
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High varsity racquetball team wrapped up another amazing season this Tuesday after two huge
wins over archrival Parkway West and
Kirkwood. The Wearethechampionsbills
defeated the Parkway squad last Thursday
5-2 and defeated Kirkwood this week by
the same score. The win over Parkway
West gave the Jr. Bills sole possession of
first place, and the final win against Kirkwood clinched the league title.
	The game against Parkway West was
one of the most anticipated matches for the
varsity team because they were all seeking
revenge after their 4-3 defeat at the hands
of the Longhorns in their last meeting.
Firing up the big blue SLUH machine

against Parkway West was the doubles team
of junior Nick Schmidt and senior Michael
Meyer. They started off slowly against Alex
Burch and Curtis Smith, losing the first game
12-15, but they turned things around for the
rest of the match and dominated game two and
the tiebreaker 15-4, and 11-3, respectively.
Senior No. 6 seed Pete Harris was one
of a few Jr. Bills to not have to go into a
tiebreaker in his tough match against a sluggish Barrett Lamb, as Harris rolled to a 15-3,
15-11 victory.
Junior Joe Murray has had his ups and
downs in his first year on varsity, but his game
against No. 5 seed Ryan Bierman was one
of his better matches. Bierman was all beat
up after hitting himself quite frequently in
frustration and lost the match 15-8, 15-7.
Last time against Parkway West, the

game was decided by senior Joe Ebel’s loss
to Reid Johnson, and this time, Ebel felt the
pressure from the start as he lost the first game
5-15. He was able to get things together in
the end and took the final two games 15-7,
11-6.
Senior No. 3 seed Matt Hencken seemed
to still be confused by Tom Lounsboury’s
game play from the last time they met and
lost in two games by the close scores of 9-15,
10-15.
“Tom is a very good competitor and I
was battling a slight illness,” said Hencken.
“I am hoping for revenge at state.”
	No. 2 seed senior Brendan Giljum had
only played his West opponent Logan Hershenow twice before the day’s match with
a 1-1 record against him, and seemed to

Last game
(from 5)

Racquetbills league champs, head to State
T

see RACKET, 12
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was very influential on my desire to be a
head coach.”
	The opportunity came quickly for Linhares.
“I’d been heavily involved as a high
school runner, so I wanted to help Father
Goeke with what was really a budding program right away,” said Linhares. In Linhares’
first year with the program, only 17 or so
kids ran cross country, but the numbers were
growing.
“Father Goeke had a passion for running, and was really a fantastic guy,” said
Linhares. “Before Goeke, it had been more
of a club than a sport; there would be one
or two talented guys who trained hard, but
most just did it for the fun of it. Goeke, an
ex-SLUH runner himself, changed that.”
However, due to his duties as a Jesuit,
Goeke had to leave SLUH shortly before the
1985-1986 season, leaving the job open for
Linhares.
“Back then, it wasn’t a hiring process as
much as a volunteer thing, and we thanked
(Linhares) for it,” said Wehner. “And then he
took the program and built it like a beautiful
house, making each room as sturdy and as
strong as the next.”
Under Linhares, the numbers grew exponentially, from around 30 in his first year
to over 70 in the late 1980s.
“The ball got rolling quickly in the
mid-’80s,” said Linhares. “Guys started to
realize we could be doing something really
neat. Guys who didn’t think they had a lot
of talent were finding success, and guys who
weren’t finding success were feeling a part
of something special.”
Linhares said that his assistants played a
key role in building up the program, including
Rob Behm ’86, who ran for Linhares’ first
team and came back as an assistant soon
afterward.
“Rob was a really fun guy who the kids
just connected with,” said Linhares. “Putting
hard work next to fun, we found success
quickly.”
“Different from when I was a runner,
where our only goal was to get out of sectionals (in Linhares fiirst year), we had guys
in the late-’80s who could set their sights
high,” said Behm. “When I ran there was no
off-season training program yet—Linhares

hadn’t implemented it yet. That changed.”
	And the success came quickly, as did
the runners. Cross country also stood by its
no-cut policy and added on runners who had
been cut from other fall sports. Many became
successful runners.
“One reason we turned into a powerhouse so quick is the cross country program
does a great job of recruiting freshman,” said
Wehner. “Lots of kids who didn’t make other
sports were drawn to the atmosphere of cross
country and found success. Guys like Sean
Lock, Mickey Luna, were cut from football
and soccer, and later became state finishers.
That’s something.”
	Although the program was on the rise, it
saw its first team with a chance at State in the
’95-’96 season, 10 years after Linhares had
taken over the program. Interestingly enough,
that was also the year Linhares marks as his
most trying. The team headed into the State
meet with high hopes of gaining a trophy, and
came away with a 16th, last-place finish.
“Interestingly enough, even though
they finished last, that ’95 team was key to
the program,” said Linhares. “They set their
sights high, and they fell. But they gave other
teams the idea, they really set the tone. From
there on out, we were an extremely tough
program.”
In the 1997 season, the team finished
third. In 1999, the team won State for the
first time in its history. After the 1995 failure,
the SLUH team went on to have 14 top ten
finishes.
“I don’t remember much about the
SLUH program, except they always beat us
until my senior year,” said Porter, a DeSmet
graduate of the class of 2001. “They were a
powerhouse.”
Linhares noted another trying year in
the 2003-’04 season, where injuries caused
the team to fall short of a State finish despite
a lot of talent. The trying years have been a
thing of the past, however: Linhares’ final
three seasons, the team finished first, second,
and first at the State meet.
“This team last year was definitely the
most dominant in my tenure,” said Linhares.
“We were so deep, had three top ten finishers
... it was a great year to go out on.” However,
Linhares insisted the team winning State had
nothing to do with his retirement.
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“The team next year has potential to do
great things, so the State title had nothing
to do with it,” said Linhares. In his meeting
with the team Monday, Linhares cited a lack
of time due to his new administrative role as
the primary reason for stepping down.
“He explained to us how much after
school work and Saturday work it is being
an administrator, and he felt he shouldn’t be
the coach if he couldn’t be as dedicated as we
were,” said senior Charlie Stoltze. “He said
missing districts this year was horrible, and
he didn’t feel right not being with the team
on race day. He also said God was maybe
pointing him in a different direction, so he
did a fantastic job explaining that part to
us.”
“People don’t realize how much work
(Linhares) has to put in,” said assistant coach
Brian Gilmore. “I’ve seen him go through a
lot of early mornings and late nights. Eventually something had to give.”
“The job as an administrator and being
a head coach just don’t go together,” said
Linhares. “There are a lot of things I want
to do with the second half of my career as
an educator, and its about time to see the
next generation of coaches step through
and continue to take the program to soaring
heights.”
Linhares said his staff had been key
throughout his career and the men that helped
build the program behind the scenes, including Gilmore, Porter, and longtime assistant
Tom Flanagan.
	Though ending his coaching career with
a championship provided “a perfect way to
go” for Coach Linhares, according to senior
captain Caleb Ford, the championships are
just a part of the greatness the cross country
program provides.
“State championships, those are great.
But what an athletic program is really about
is turning boys into young men. The cross
ountry program has been fantastic in teaching
these guys stuff after 3 o’clock,” said Wehner.
“Freshman are just drawn to the program, the
family feel Linhares and the other coaches
and the seniors provide. I’ve never heard a
single kid say he wishes he hadn’t run cross
country for Coach Linhares.”
“I speak as an indicative of the graduates

see XC, 15
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Grapple
(from 6)

lead.
Everson said that he was not particularly
aware of hitting specific moves.
“I was just totally wrestling in the moment,” he said. “That’s how I like to wrestle,
not so much focusing on the technique so
much as who wants it more—which doesn’t
really work against guys like Andy Early.
But against guys like that, it’s fun to do.”
	After senior Joel Geders’ 10-1 major
at 189, sophomore Parker Schenk made
his debut at 215. The Webster 215-pounder
chose bottom to start the second, and Schenk
capitalized. He turned his opponent three
consecutive times by diving to the side with
legs in, and the third time he got the pin.
Schenk impressed head coach Jon Ott,
who had not previously seen him compete.
“I was really happy to see how tough he was
on top,” said Ott. “I think that he can build on
that and, kind of like (injured junior Brian)

Racket
(from 10)

struggle with his shots in game one, losing
15-8. Game two was even more intense as
Hershenow was serving for match point with
the score tied at 14, but Giljum perservered
and won 15-14 and then took the tiebreaker
as well 11-6, giving Hershenow his first loss
of the year.
Senior No. 1 seed Mark Kissel’s game
was one of the most promising of the day
even though it ended in a defeat. Kissel lost
the first game 15-7 to the league’s top player
Michael Shearman, but took the second
game, 15-10. Kissel had match point in a
pulse-pounding tiebreaker, but unfortunately
lost a heartbreaker 11-10 in the final game.
	The match against Kirkwood was almost
equally nerve-wracking as Parkway West
because with a win in this one, the SLUH
team would take the league title. It also set
an attendance record with the number of
SLUH students who showed up.
	Team Schmeyer began the day with a big
win over Kris Bricklin and Clayton Mosby,
15-7, 15-3.
Harris hurt himself with a lot of skips and
bad passes in his game against the Pioneers’
No. 6 seed Mike Dyer and lost soundly 4-15,
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Gass has done this year, make that into one
of his weapons and become a pinner.”
Senior heavyweight Alex Myers finished
the Jr. Bills’ victory with a win at 285. Down
4-0 in the second, Myers hit a switch and
quickly ran a barbed wire for the pin, making
the final score 49-24.
	Ott said that, though Wednesday’s dual
and last’s night dual were not conference
duals or tournaments, the team still needs
to focus on improving before Districts.
“I talked to the guys beforehand and told
them that they need to pick two or three things
in the match that they needed to work on,”
he said. “That way, even if it was something
where the match wasn’t close—either we
were losing by a lot or winning by a lot—
at least they were working to improve on
something and getting ready for Districts.”
The Jr. Bills finished their regular season last night at Pattonville and will travel
to Lindbergh Friday and next Saturday for
Districts.

10-15.
	Murray’s performance was only slightly
better and unfortunately he couldn’t pull
out a win against Patrick Day, losing 15-10,
15-11.
Ebel entered with revenge on his mind
from his last season loss to his opponent
Robert Conroy, and showed significant
improvement over his opponent, winning
15-12, 15-6.
“I shouldn’t have lost last time. The difference was this time I played a lot smarter,”
stated Ebel.
Hencken too wanted revenge over Andrew Hess from their last meeting and after
a close game one win of 15-13, Hencken
pulled it together and took game two by a
much larger margin, 15-4.
	Always tough Denis O’Grady of Kirkwood stole game one, 15-10 against Giljum.
Giljum came through in the following two
games with good serves and smart passes
and won 15-8, 11-7.
	Mark Kissel was paired up with a tough
opponent in Kirkwood’s top player Tommy
Bottchen and valiantly prevailed, 15-8,
15-10.
“We had a great overall season and were

(from 5)

Wednesday, Lowry donned a Columbia hat
and jacket and signed with the Lions.
“I went on my official visit in the last
week of Novermber, and that Sunday when I
met with the head coach, he asked if I wanted
to come to Columbia and I said yes,” said
Lowry. “After that it was just about finding
out if I got in Early Decision, and that was
binding.”
For Lowry, who suffered a seasonending knee injury in the first week of the
football season, the signing brought feelings
of both relief and excitement. “I am definitely
excited to know that I can still do it and get
out there and work on my new knee.”
“It is kind of cool to see guys that you
really respected sign like Nikko Mafuli,
Ronnie (Wingo), Matt Storey, and Nikko
Sansone,” said Lowry. “You always think
about putting yourself in that spotlight.”

able to come back to win the league despite
being underdogs from our earlier loss against
Parkway West,” said Ebel.
“Our victory over Parkway West was
a vindication for the team after our early
season loss to them,” said head coach Joe
Koestner. “Our win over Kirkwood, which
gave us the League Championship, was accomplished in spite of two key losses and
a number of tiebreakers. These facts, in
conjunction with the number of tiebreakers
against DeSmet and Parkway West, indicate
that a State title is within our grasp but not in
hand. The Jr. Bills’ advantage is persistence
and determination,” said Koestner.
	The Inthebagbills’ job is not done after
winning the league, as they will now be getting ready for the State tournament, which
will take place at Vetta Concord on Sunday,
Feb. 21. Come out and cheer your classmates
to victory.

Cookie Sale!

A cookie sale will be held by senior moms
Feb. 10 and Feb. 11 in the hallway outside
the cafeteria during activity periods and
lunch periods. All items are 50 cents and
will offset funds for the Senior Lock-In.
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year’s event there.
“We’ve invested over many years in the
campus in parking and in a flexible enough
common space that I thought we could
accommodate (the event),” said President
David Laughlin.
Father’s Club president Jeff Pitts, father
of sophomore Andrew, said that the officers
of the Father’s Club saw “nothing but advantages” to moving the banquet to the Commons: St. Louis U. High’s central location,
greater parking availability, and the flexibility
to add such touches as a Mass beforehand in
the student chapel, University of Missouri
pennants for banquet table centerpieces,
and recordings of the University of Missouri marching band playing during dinner
to honor the night’s speaker, University of
Missouri head football coach Gary Pinkel.
	The Commons easily held the banquet’s
high attendance figure of around 650.
Last year the banquet cost $38 per father/
son pair, with additional charges for parking
and soda. This year, the move to SLUH’s
campus cut the price down to $28 with no
additional fees.
“We want to make things as successful
as we can for as many of our families as we
can,” said Laughlin of the lower cost.

	Although plans for future student events
in the Commons are not yet in place, Pitts
said; “The feedback was overwhelming to
continue doing (the banquet) there.”
“From a functionality point of view, it
was very good,” said Laughlin.
Laughlin said that the long-term plan is to
develop the Commons into a “multi-purpose
commons/cafeteria” with functions including
serving daily student lunch, providing student
leisure and study space, and service for such
events as alumni reunions, team banquets,
and Cashbah.
Part of the goal in separating the current
Commons space from its previous gymnasium functionality was, as Laughlin said of
the Danis Field House, “to make our gym a
gym,” without having to compete with school
and alumni events for space usage.
“We had one space in our school that
was large enough to gather everyone, and that
was the gym,” said Laughlin. “Anytime we
needed it for anything else, we didn’t have
a gym.” Although Laughlin stressed that
school events would stay out of the Danis
Field House as much as possible, he noted
that this year’s Baccalaureate Mass will likely
take place there to allow the Commons to
service the immediately subsequent gradu-

ation dinner.
	Many of the events previously held in
the Danis Lobby have already moved to the
Commons this year in an attempt that Laughlin described as “living through” the change
of event venues from the Danis Lobby to the
Commons in order to ascertain the needs of
each group using the space and factor any
necessary changes into the developing Commons design plans.
	One instance of discovering the needs of
the future Commons came when a Father’s
Club meeting earlier this school year revealed
that the school’s wireless internet did not
reach the Commons.
“It was a complication for that event,”
said Laughlin. “Ultimately when we develop
our Commons, we need to make sure we
have wireless in there.” He called the current
process “learning to live through events as
we plan them” to understand future needs.
Laughlin said the goal for this academic
year is to get Commons designs and get a
budget picture for the project. The school
will then reconcile the project with its budget
and either start on a concrete building plan
or open a funding campaign.

(from 2)
	Both Castro and Davis found their
time spent at the orphanage very beneficial
not only to the young children, but also to
themselves.
“Going into the trip, I was focused on
proving to myself I had what it takes, but I
ended up realizing how much I really have,
and how lucky I am to be able to talk to my
parents,” said Castro.
	Castro hopes to keep the trip he created
alive by passing it on to two juniors, and
perhaps the lesser known trip could become
a tradition.
Senior Brenden Graczak chose a similar Senior Project idea, electing to travel to
Burkina Faso in Africa to help at an orphanage.
“I wanted to do something different than
a project in St. Louis,” Graczak said.
Luckily, Graczak’s parish, Southgate
Church, sponsors an orphanage in Burkina

Faso and was carrying out a mission trip
during the time of Senior Project. After notifying and coordinating with math teacher
Nick Ehlman, Graczak had his project approved.
	According to Graczak, moving from
the suburbs of Crestwood to the mud huts
and dirt roads of Yako, Burkina Faso, was
an overwhelming shock.
“It was really eye-opening. Nothing you
could have imagined,” Graczak said.
	Accompanied by Pastor Jeff Riddering,
father of senior Michael Riddering, Grazcak
spent 16 days at the Sheltering Wings Orphanage in Yako. The time spent, however,
was as bumpy as the roads in the village,
for Graczak’s luggage disappeared on the
Air France flight to Burkina Faso.
“The orphans let me borrow some
shirts,” Graczak said. Graczak has been seen
donning a few of those shirts at school since

he has returned.
	Other than shirts, the people provided
Graczak with the tastes of Yako. Village
cooks prepared many meals, including
roasted cow stomach and chicken bowels.
“I tried (the cow stomach) and it wasn’t
bad. But it tasted funny,” Graczak said.
In return, Graczak worked at the orphanage from mornings until late in the afternoon.
Graczak would usually hold and play with
the infants in the morning. Later in the day,
Graczak taught two English classes and
played games with the older kids.
“The kids were really good at soccer,”
recalled Graczak.
	Overall, Graczak thoroughly enjoyed his
experiences in Burkina Faso, and wishes to
return one day to his project site.
“It was the best two weeks I’ve spent
in my life,” Graczak said.
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Jazz
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Holiday and showed a movie clip about him
titled “Strange Fruit,” and showed clips of
the protests of the Student Non-Violence
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). Lodholz
tried to give a brief background of jazz and
how it has evolved into the music we hear
today. Lodholz’s speech was cut short, as she
had hoped to show many more movie clips,
sound clips, and topics, but felt satisfied at
what she accomplished in her 45-minute
presentation.
“The students I’ve talked to seemed to
get the major points, which was sort of my
goal,” said Lodholz.
Like many sophomores, juniors were
somewhat intrigued by their presentation, but
felt some aspects could have been better.
Junior Gil Plitt said, “It wasn’t that bad,
I was interested.”

Junior Steve Laury was also interested
in the talk, but also said, “I think (Lodholz)
could have done a better job with the timing,
because she didn’t get to finish it in the time
allotted.”
	Although he viewed the speech as informative, junior Etefia Umana said, “I can’t
say that I really received a central message
from it.”
Will Schmitt seemed puzzled at how
jazz exactly fit into the presentation, similar
to some sophomore reactions, saying, “I feel
like (Lodholz) didn’t focus on jazz enough
and she got diverted in different topics.
(Lodholz) didn’t explain how jazz actually
affected people.”
Lodholz said, “It was a fun project to
put together… Any time you have an opportunity to look at music and what people
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come up with, how they express themselves
as a culture, and how they’ve done that in the
past, and how maybe that changes, I think
that’s really interesting.”
Like many students and faculty, Lodholz
believes that the effect and relevance of the
Jazz Diversity Series is still to be determined,
saying, “When (students) leave and when
they hear songs in the future, will they listen
to see how they are being used or what sort
of message they have on the cultural level?
That is yet to be seen.”
	The series will continue next Tuesday
with a presentation by Assistant Principal
for Mission Jim Linhares by for seniors in
the chapel titled “Spirituality in Miles Davis
and Coltrane.

Urinetown
Urinetown

Rubbelke, John
“season 2 of Boy
Meets World”
Webb, Nick “my
wonderful teachers” Williams,
Jack “whey protein” Witthaus
Staff Photographers: Connor
“Lax stick” Blanquart, Mr. Matt
“photogenic freshmen” Sciuto, Ted
“talking” White
A d v i s e r : M r.
Michael “Green
Justice” Koenigs
Moderator: Mr. Steve “grading essays
hahahahahahahaha lol jk haha rofl haha =)”
Missey
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	But Schulte also had the problem of
having too many “horses.” While the Broadway show had only 19 people in the cast,
the SLUH production has over 60 actors,
requiring SLUH to be creative in using the
extra people.
“We’ve supplemented and added. For
example, I created four bodyguards for the
executives of the company,” said Schulte. “I
sort of picked up on that because of my own
son. When he travels in certain countries, like
the Philippines, (he) has some bodyguards.
It was a show that I could do a lot with.”
“It’s a very fast-paced show,” said Kresyman. “(Everyone) should come see it!”
Urinetown will debut in the Schulte
Theater on Feb. 11 and will run through Feb.
14.

CARTOON BY ROBERT LUX
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“

Mission to Educate
Documentary

M

ission to Educate,” a documentary about the history of St. Louis
Catholic education, featuring St. Louis
U. High and some alums, has been produced by the Archdiocese. It has been
playing regularly on HEC-TV and can
also be found at hectv.org, under the
programs tab.
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goal. “I just really want to make sure people are involved here, not
just leaving at three and being here for the schoolwork,” he said.
“I really liked his speech,” said freshman Harry Parker. As part
of his speech, Merrill had his audience in the theater do the wave.
“He seems like a natural leader,” said sophomore class president
Jack Witthaus, who held Merrill’s position last year.
Hitch ran for pastoral representative after his theology teacher
recommended that he try the position. “That kind of got me interested,
and I looked into it a little more, and I decided to run that way,” he
said. Besides his new STUCO position, Hitch’s extra-curriculars
include football, Big Brothers and Big Sisters, and the Spanish
club.
“I think he will do very well at his position,” said freshman
Sam Hack.
Bahlinger was hesitant at first to run for social representative,
but after giving it careful thought he decided he would enjoy the
position. “I decided the day before (the deadline) that I really wanted
to submit my application,” he said. Bahlinger said he enjoyed participating in STUCO’s social events and wanted to help plan them.
“It’s fun,” he said of his first few days at the job.
“I think (the winning candidates) will do the best job,” said
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Hack. While some freshmen had positive reactions to the election’s
results, many were indifferent because they did not know any of the
candidates personally.
STUCO has traditionally delayed freshman elections until second semester, which gives students time to meet each other before
choosing representatives. The freshman reps will serve until the end
of the school year, a term of only four months. “The idea is to get
the feel of it. You plan a dance and make a T-shirt, and that’s about
it,” said Witthaus.
“I don’t expect too much work because we’re just freshmen,”
said Hitch. “(The position) is getting us more involved and showing
us the ropes of what the job is supposed to be, so we can be better
at doing that the next few years.”
In April, the freshmen elected this year will be eligible to run
again in elections for the 2010-11 school year.

XC
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of the program when I say Mr. Linhares had a huge impact on my
life,” said Behm, who now teaches at DeSmet. “Working with him
helped guide my path as a teacher and a coach.”
“You fall in love with the people you’re around,” said sophomore
Nathan Rubbleke. “That’s the environment coach has created.”
“Coach Linhares will be sorely missed, he’s a guy who makes
you want to run for him,” said junior Riley Konzan. “That being
said, Coach Porter should do a phenomenal job. He’s out there running with us everyday. He knows the sport. We should be fine.”
Linhares agreed, saying, “Mr. Porter is a tremendous athlete.
He knows how to coach athletes. He’ll do a great job.” In addition
to Porter’s promotion, the team returns both Flanagan and Gilmore
to its staff.
“As much as a head coach gets the credit, the program is so
much more than what I can do,” said Linhares. “The seniors being
leaders for the freshman is key with a team in the triple digits. And
all the support we have recieved over the years has been integral to
our success. The support from Mr. Wehner and Dr. Moran has been
so important into turning the program to what it is today.”
“I have been blessed by working with great kids, and a great
staff,” said Linhares. “I really appreciate all the support I’ve been
given. Maybe most of all, Coach Flanagan.”

Want to rule the world? Well, good
luck, but the Prep News may be a good
alternative.

Forecast printed with permission of the
National Weather Service.
St. Louis, MO Weather Service Office
Phone: 636-441-8467
Compiled by Nick Fandos and Conor
Gearin
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by Patrick O’Leary
Friday, February 5
Schedule R
Valentine Candygram Sales
Jr. Class Mass AP
BBALL vs. DeSmet 7pm
B BBALL vs. DeSmet 5:30pm
C-B BBALL vs. DeSmet 4pm
C-W BBALL @ DeSmet 4pm
AP Snack—Garlic Cheese Bread
Lunch: Special—Chinese Combos
Healthy—Multi Grain Cheese Pizza
Saturday, February 6
ACT 8am
Upward Bound Info Meeting 9am
Sunday, February 7
Family Mass 9am
Monday, February 8
Schedule R
Valentine Candygram Sales
So. Basketball Intramurals AP:
	Camp/X winner vs. Hagan
	Curr/Reg winner vs. Sheehan
Loyola vs. Backer
HOC vs. Francis Howell North 8pm (Af-

Buddy Holly
Calendar

fton)
ACSA Meeting 7pm
AP Snack—Beef Taquitos
Lunch: Special—Brunch for Lunch
Healthy—Baked Meatloaf
Tuesday, February 9
Schedule R
Valentine Candygram Sales
Sr. Jazzuit Diversity Presentation
So./Fr. Basketball Intramurals AP:
So. Semi #1
So. Semi #2
Fr. Semi #1 Loyola vs. Hagan
BBALL vs. Vianney 6pm
B BBALL vs. Vianney 4:30pm
JV1 RACQ vs. DeSmet 3:30pm (Bally)
AP Snack—Onion Rings
Lunch: Special—Chicken Bites
Healthy—Hamburger Stroganoff
Wednesday, February 10
Schedule R
So. Bonus Reading Test AP
Sr. Mom Cookie Sale AP
College Rep. Visits:
Westminster College-Room M115
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Feb. 5-Feb. 11

Jr. Basketball Intramurals AP:
	Regis vs. Xavier
Sheehan vs. Currigan
	Backer vs. Loyola
BBALL vs. Parkway West 6pm
B BBALL vs. Parkway West 4:30pm
Founders Reception 6pm
AP Snack—Turnovers
Lunch: Special—Steak & Cheese
Healthy—Cheddar Cheese Omelet

Thursday, February 11
Schedule R
So. Class Scheduling Meeting AP
Sr. Mom Cookie Sale AP
Jr. Basketball Intramurals AP:
	Reg./X. winner vs. Hagan
She./Curr. winner vs. Campion
	Dunn vs. Murphy
JV1 RACQ vs. DeSmet 3:30 (Bally)
JV1 RACQ @ Kirkwood 3:30 (Concord)
Dauphin Players Production 7:30pm
Ignatian Mix-It-Up Lunch
AP Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch: Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Healthy—Baked Mostaciolli

BASKET
(from 6)
lead after one quarter of play.
With SLUH leading 19-18 in the second
quarter, Mayberger hit a three-pointer that
started a 9-0 SLUH run, giving the Jr. Bills a
28-18 lead. But the Pioneers quickly closed
the gap to 32-27 by the half.
	The third quarter belonged to the Jr. Bills,
who used their quick and aggressive defense
to force steals and get out in transition where
they would score or get to the free-throw line.
When Mayberger hit a buzzer beater to end
the third quarter, the score was 45-34.
“When we run, it helps our strengths
as a team; we’ve got a lot of quickness. We
press a lot. When we get steals, it converts
to easy baskets on the other end,” said senior
Jake Fechter.
SLUH had gained its lead by getting
steals, but they allowed Kirkwood to come
back by turning the ball back over, and Kirkwood closed the deficit to 45-39 with several
minutes to play in the fourth quarter.
	But the Jr. Bills remained staunch on

defense, and Kirkwood could not get the
baskets it needed. SLUH didn’t pull away
until the final whistle, in large part because
of poor free-throw shooting down the stretch,
but when the dust settled, the Jr. Bills won,
56-49.
“You want to put pressure on the other
team, and we did it both offensively and defensively,” commented coach John Ross.
	The Jr. Billiken victory was especially
impressive considering they only shot 39
percent from the field and a mere 18 percent
from beyond the arc. They did, however, force
20 turnovers and shot a whopping 40 free
throws, eight times as many as Kirkwood.
Cooney alone had 19 attempts from the charity stripe, whereas the Pioneers only shot five
as a team. Mayberger led the Jr. Bills with
17 points, and Cooney closely followed with
14.
“We did a good job converting on the
press, it worked well. I’m not going to lie—
the refs kind of helped in the Kirkwood game

whereas in Jefferson City, we got kind of
homered,” said Fechter.
SLUH next plays tonight at 7:00 p.m.
against DeSmet at home where the Jr. Bills
look to get their elusive first MCC win. Next
week, the Jr. Bills have games at home against
Vianney at 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday and on the
road against Parkway West on Wednesday
at 7:00 p.m.
“Last time (against DeSmet) we had a
chance to win, we just couldn’t convert at
the end. If we just play the way we’ve been
playing lately, if we keep the pressure up,
we’ll be fine,” said Fechter.
	The DeSmet game is also Senior Night
for the SnowWhiteandtheSevenSeniorbills,
and the seniors—Cooney, Fechter, Mayberger, Mike Butler, Scott Milles, Andrew
Ostapowicz, and Jay DiMaggio—will all
be honored. Ceremonies will begin at approximately 6:30 p.m., or right after the JV
game. Ross encouraged anyone who could to
come and honor this special senior class.

